
T3W6 
 

Monday 17th August 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

Learning Intention: We are learning to use 
clues in a text to help us infer 
 
Equipment:Pencils, scrapbook, Window - 
Jeannie Baker 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-4wi2DOp-
0 
Mini Lesson (adult): This week we will be 
learning about a reading strategy to help us 
comprehend/ understand what we’ve read, 
called inferring. Inferring is trying to work out 
something in the text that hasn’t been 
explained. For example how do you think I’m 
feeling? (make an angry face), I didn't tell you 
that I’m angry but you could use the clues. 
Good job, you’re inferring!  
Inferring is using the text and your own prior 
knowledge to understand the text. 
Adult Read:  
Watch ‘Window - Jeannie Baker’. Pause on 
each page and ask questions such as: 

- Who is this woman? Why do you think 
that? Is it her baby? How do you know? 
Do you think it’s warm or cold weather? 
Where do they live? What’s that 
building? Do you think they are rich or 
poor? Etc.. 

See if your child can work out the story using 
the clues.  
Independent task: Child is to draw a window 
frame from their house. What would they see?  

Learning Intention: We are learning how to write 
on the lines, use correct letter formation and find 
sounds in words. 
Adult watch: An example of how to teach spelling:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHiFeuv4AfY 
Say the word, put it in a sentence verbally, break it 
up into the sounds, focus on the sound/digraph of 
the week. 
 
Equipment: handwriting book (sky - blue, grass - 
green, dirt - brown - see remote learning on school 
website for letter formation), pencil and spelling 
sheet 
 
Mini lesson (adult): go through spelling words 
breaking them into graphs (one sound) and digraphs 
(two letters that make one sound) 
 
Independent write: write sounds into sound boxes 
using the spelling sheet provided. 
Write spelling words into handwriting books. 
Prep - copy the sentences from spelling sheet into 
handwriting book 
Grade 1 - choose a few words from spelling list and 
write into own sentence 
Challenge: can you write a sentence/story with ALL 
of your spelling words. 

Learning Intention: We are learning to skip 
count by 10s 
 
Equipment: Monday - Numeracy Sheet, Skip 
Counting by Tens 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSdjzFl9H6
k, pencils 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Ask your child if they can 
remember how to count by tens. See how far 
they can go. If they know fluently then be sure 
to do some extension activities. 
Refresher: skip counting helps us to count large 
amounts of things quickly. Like if the whole 
school was at assembly would it be quicker to 
count the kids by 1s, 2, 5s, or 10s? 
 
Independent task: Child is to skip count by 
tens on the number square. Colour in the 
answers and use this to practice counting by 
tens. Also use this sheet to complete the 
Counting in Tens sheet. 
Watch: Skip Counting by Tens and encourage 
child to sing along 
 
Extension: Give child any starting number on 
the number square (e.g 23). They need to count 
by 10s from that number, colouring the answer 
as they go. Can they see a pattern? or Count 
by tens beyond 100. Practice to increase 
fluency. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-4wi2DOp-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-4wi2DOp-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHiFeuv4AfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSdjzFl9H6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSdjzFl9H6k
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T3W6 

Tuesday 18th August 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

Learning Intention: We are learning to use 
clues in a text to help us infer 
 
Equipment: Introduction to Reading Skills: 
Making an Inference - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acZzllpIYz4 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Watch Introduction to 
Reading Skills: Making an Inference. Discuss. 
Ask child what infer means and discuss whether 
they are correct or not.  
 
Adult Read: Read: 
“Billy packed a beach towel, sunscreen, a 
soccer ball. He was very excited to finally be 
going! He said to his mum, “can we get ice 
creams when we get there?”” 
 
Independent task: Ask child, where is he 
going? How old is he? What will happen when 
he gets there? What’s the weather like? Where 
does he live? And how do you know? 
 
Well done, you made inferences!  
 
Child is to draw what is happening in the 
picture. 
Extension: Write down the inferences made “I 
infer the boy is 6 years old because he had to 
ask his mum for icecream... I infer he is going to 
the beach because... I infer the weather is hot 
because....” 

Learning Intention: We are learning to write a 
letter 
 
Equipment: Tuesday Writing sheet, pencils, 
Scissors, glue, How to Write a Friendly Letter 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoLYICPFX
hY 
 
Mini lesson (adult): What kinds of letters are 
there? Emails, notes and birthday cards. Letters 
are a great way to keep in touch with people 
who you don’t see everyday or celebrate a 
special occasion. Letters have three important 
features: greeting, body and closing statement.  
Watch: How to Write a Friendly Letter 
 
Independent activity: 
Child is to write a letter to a loved one telling 
them something exciting they did using 
Tuesday writing sheet. Read your child the 
template and together finish the letter by filling 
in the gaps with childs words. Then cut it out, 
get them to piece it back together in the correct 
order.  
 
Ask child to colour ‘the greeting’ blue,  ‘the 
body’ red and ‘the closing statement’ green. 
 
Extention: Either to copy the letter into their 
writing book or write their own letter to a loved 
one to tell them something exciting they have 
done. Can use example as a guide. 

Learning Intention: We are learning to skip 
count by 5s to 50 
 
Equipment: Tuesday numeracy sheet, 
Counting by 5s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJ4jV14Oz5
I, pencils 
 
Mini Lesson (adult):  
Use the number square and help your child 
count by 5s colouring in the answer. Ask, “can 
you see a pattern?” Use the number square to 
practice a few times up to 50.  
 
Watch: Counting by 5s clip - encourage your 
child to sing along. 
 
Independent task: Child can use the number 
square to help them fill in the counting by 5s 
caterpillar.  
 
Extension: Give child any starting number on 
the number square (17). They need to count by 
5s from that number, colouring the answer as 
they go or count by 5s beyond 100. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acZzllpIYz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoLYICPFXhY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoLYICPFXhY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJ4jV14Oz5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJ4jV14Oz5I
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Dear _______, 

How are you? I miss you so much!  
Today ____ _____ ______.  
It was ____ ______.  

Love From, 
_____ 
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Wednesday 19th August 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

Learning Intention: We are learning to use 
clues in a text to help us infer 
 
Equipment: Pictures for inferring resource (on 
school website) 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): The next step in learning 
to infer is being able to explain why. “I infer she 
is happy because in the picture she is smiling.”  
 
Adult Read: Look at the first picture in the 
‘Pictures for inferring’ resource. Think out loud 
how you would infer from this picture “I see a 
little boy who is all alone and dirty, I infer he is 
lost from his family”, “I see the dinosaurs eyes 
are wide, I infer he is feeling shocked” “I see a 
dinosaur, I infer that this story is about 
something that happened a long long time ago.” 
This shows your child how to use inferring as a 
skill. 
 
Independent task: Student is to look at some 
of the pictures and make an inference (some 
talking points are where, when, what, why, 
feelings). 
 
Extention: Write it down. “I infer…. because I 
see…” 
 

Learning Intention: We are learning to write a 
letter  
 
Equipment: Wednesday - Writing letter 
template, pencils, Writing book 
 
Mini lesson (adult): Ask, what is a letter? 
When do we write one? Why do we write one? 
What does it look like? What parts are in a 
letter? 
 
We are going to think of a time a loved one has 
done something we are grateful for and make a 
letter for them to thank them.  
 
Independent draw: On the Wednesday - 
Writing sheet draw a picture for our loved one. It 
will be of the thing you want to thank your loved 
one for.  
 
Independent write: Child is to write a draft 
letter to a loved on in their writing book thanking 
them for something. Ideas for sentence starters: 

- Thank you for… 
- Remember when…. 
- I can’t wait until we... 

 
Adult write: Student reads back letter, either 
edit their writing or scribe for them. Then 
student is to write good copy onto the template 
sheet. 

Learning Intention: We are learning to skip 
count by 5s to 100 
 
Equipment: Counting by 5s song to 100 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZPgFfo0l3
k, Wednesday numeracy sheet, pencils, 
number square from yesterday 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): together practice counting 
by 5s using the number square from yesterday. 
Practice increases fluency!  
 
Watch: Counting by 5s song to 100 and 
encourage child to sing along 
 
Independent task: Counting in 5s sheet. Can 
use number square to assist.  
 
Extension: Give child any starting number on 
the number square (eg 54). They need to count 
by 5s from that number, colouring the answer 
as they go or count by 5s beyond 100. 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZPgFfo0l3k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZPgFfo0l3k
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Thursday 20th August 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

Learning Intention: We are learning to use 
clues in a text to help us infer 
 
Equipment: Pencils and writing book 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): When explaining your 
inference you need to use ‘evidence.’ For 
example yesterday, in the first picture I thought 
it was set a long time ago in dinosaur time, the 
evidence of this is the dinosaur. 
 
Adult Read:  
“Sam heard the loud bell, he put on his red 
helmet and his boots and slid down the pole. He 
jumped into the red truck with four other men 
and women also wearing red hats. They put on 
the siren and drove fast out of the station”  
 
Independent task: What is Sam? Well done! 
What evidence can you use to prove that Sam 
is a fireman?  Make a t - chart like this: 

 
In ‘ inference’ draw the inference of what is 
happening. In evidence write down the words 
that made you think this e.g. “red helmet” 
(Preps may need you to scribe for them). 

Learning Intention: We are learning to write a 
letter  
 
Equipment: Thursday - Writing Letter template, 
pencils 
 
Mini lesson (adult): Refresher on different 
kinds of letters and elements of a letter 
(gretting, body, closing statement). 
 
Brainstorm a time student has done something 
to a loved one they are sorry for. They will write 
a letter to that loved one saying sorry 
 
Independent draw: Child is to draw the thing 
they are sorry for, for their loved one. Either on 
the back of the letter template or on a seperate 
sheet.  
 
Independent write: Child is to write a draft 
letter to a loved one in their writing book to say 
sorry. Ideas for sentence starters: 

- I am sorry for… 
- To make it up to you I will…. 
- I hope we can… again soon… 
- Love from,  

 
Adult write: Student reads back letter, either 
edit their writing or scribe for them. Then 
student is to write good copy onto the template 
sheet. 

Learning Intention: We are learning to skip 
count by 2s  
 
Equipment: Counting by 2s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvTcpfSnO
MQ, Thursday - Numeracy Sheets 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Explain counting by twos 
is similar to 5s and 10s in that your counting by 
groups. Ask, when could this be useful? 
(counting $2, sharing large amounts of things 
like lollies “2 for you, 2 for you etc”, pairs of 
things). Start off colouring the number square 
by 2s. E.g. 2, 4, 6, etc. Then ask child to 
continue the pattern.  
 
Independent task: See if they can see the 
pattern (in each line it has the numbers 2,4,6,8, 
0 in the ones). 
Then watch Counting by 2s to practice fluency. 
Child is to do the cut and paste sheet and use 
the number square if they need assistance. 
 
Extension:  

- Count collections by 2s (coins, rocks, 
pasta pieces).  

- Give child a starting number on the 
number square. They need to count by 
2s from that number (can be odd or 
even), colouring the answer as they go 
or  

- count by 2s or 20s beyond 100. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvTcpfSnOMQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvTcpfSnOMQ
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Friday 21 August 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

Learning Intention: We are learning to use 
clues in a text to help us infer 
 
Equipment: I Wanna Iguana 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utUtkyur1G
U 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Refresher in inferring and 
evidence.  
 
Adult Read:  
Watch I Wanna Iguana, pause on cover. Ask 
child what they see.  
 
Independent task:  Make a t - chart like this: 

 
Child is to write ‘ inference’ e.g boy is happy. In 
evidence, they are to draw what made them 
think that e.g. his big smile.  
Extension: Watch rest of book and if child 
makes an inference they can draw in T-chart. 

Learning Intention: We are learning to write a 
letter  
 
Equipment: Pencils,  I Wanna Iguana 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utUtkyur1G
U 
 
Mini lesson (adult): Watch the rest of I Wanna 
Iguana 
 
Independent draw: If you can have any animal 
as a pet, what would it be? A dinosaur? An 
elephant? Draw the animal you want as a pet in 
your writing book. 
 
Independent write: Write a letter asking your 
parent/guardian for a pet animal, any animal! 
Give some convincing reasons in your letter 
(can you think of a way this animal would help 
your parents?). 
 
Remember: A letter starts with ‘dear mum/dad,’ 
and ends in ‘love from …’ 
 
Adult write:  Student reads back letter, either 
edit their writing or scribe for them. Then 
student is to write good copy onto the template 
sheet. 
 

Learning Intention: We are learning to skip 
count by 2s 
 
Equipment: Jack Hartman Counting by 2 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCxvNtrcDI
s, Friday - Numeracy sheet, pencils, number 
square from yesterday 
 
Mini Lesson (adult):  Watch Jack Hartman 
counting by 2s. And use the number square 
from yesterday to practice counting by 2s. If 
your child is ready, find something in the house 
you can demonstrate counting by 2s in practice 
and show them the difference between counting 
by 2s and counting by 1s. 
 
Independent task: Student is to fill in friday’s 
Numeracy sheet. 
 
Extension:  

- Count collections by 2s (coins, rocks, 
pasta pieces).  

- Give child a starting number on the 
number square. They need to count by 
2s from that number, colouring the 
answer as they go or  

- count by 2s or 20s beyond 100. 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utUtkyur1GU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utUtkyur1GU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utUtkyur1GU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utUtkyur1GU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCxvNtrcDIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCxvNtrcDIs
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